
exhibit notes

an infinity of options between prints. between marks
any number of things happening between the prints
and also between the marks
implications of lines connecting. prints talking
all the same
prints aligning in temporal world
sharing that they are from the same plate.
when bass frequencies line up, they amplify. treble scratchings across from each other are 
fleeting. making tangible connections. making 
the boxes glow with light
and create dark shadows among themselves.
intaglio prints frame themselves in the paper they are printed on.
frames without frames.
john cage in the anechoic chamber. 
a wall divided by a grid
unified by a grid
a grid making organic shapes
the contradiction of curvilinear inside rectilinear creating curvilinear inside rectilinear
ever expanding
reaching beyond what we can comprehend
both in how large and how small.
too small to see - each lined is comprised of something too small to see.
expansion - can expand beyond what we can see or comprehend
in each tile, there are an infinite amount of relationships. being destroyed every time 
something is added.
destroying to create.
making space.
changing space.
 the wall expanding beyond its reaches
beginning with nothing
but nothing is something
ending with nothing
but nothing is something
lines unrelated, but so related combining to make a whole. sounds on different revolutions 
lining up. going in and out of sync. all related.
the auditory representation of the drawing completing the path between the individuals prints,, 
the blank page, and the wall which is now a larger print. 
imperfection resembling perfection
the grid of where you can walk. where you hear things and don't hear things.
the grid of the paper in ratio of blank and printed defining where sounds are. but then sounds 
are curvilinear. wave forms. circular. lopping infinitely. even beyond the speakers leaving.
attention to smaller details. to larger pictures. appreciating minute sights. hearing sounds and 
receiving joy. 
living in present. 
slowing down.



having to be here long enough to hear the revolutions of each individual print.
the mathematic improbability of you ever hearing the same thing twice. in regards to all prints 
lining up in the same way.
light changing int he way that the prints change.
the light form the windows will be never be the same. 
exploring where you are
actually engaging
finding hidden secrets
being patient and willing to experience
waiting through it and experiencing your own mind. 
the materials of the space change how you hear.
the same way the light changes how you see. 
the wood banister resonates differently than the drywall. 
embodying emptiness. no thing like something else. just things as themselves.
me as myself.
how i want the world. 
something larger than myself. 
cage's bloodstream and nervous systems. low and high tones in the anachoic chamber. the 
same binary present in the sounds. no silence possible. 
pulsating bass. the wall is static in grid, but the paper is organic. living
growing and shrinking with weather. breathing with the pressure of the room. as air moves in 
and out. it wriggles with the sounds. 
i spent time making these
you can spend time being in it
for infinity. no limit on how much time you can spend. 
the lines in the intaglio prints. are so small. worlds in the distance. the only way to reach them 
is with magnification. looking into other worlds. seeing the relationships as they grew. but not 
linearly. to show the fellini way of all one. non-related, but very much the same. 
the poetry of what is not said
only saying what is needed to make a picture or for others to make a picture.
the emptiness for others to inhabit. 
 it means so much to me. an mean many other things to others. or nothing to others.
bass frequencies wash over me like a waterfall when leaning against the wall. 
repetition in the wall enough to make people access. to be able to find patterns, but also be 
thrown off by randomness.
the hole in the wall. a breathe. a contradiction. 
a space to enter. an invitation to enter. 
but out of reach. to work to receive.
intimate moments. moments alone. 
to see the paper moving with the prints
an invitation to slow down
to experience the phases overlapping on a drawn out time line
an expanding time scale. 

the image on the wall goes beyond the wall.
the lines go beyond the .
the prints extend beyond the borders of the paper



extending out of the two dimensional into the ether
out of the conceptual into the practice
a way to interact
to perceive
to live

"I want to jump in"
"Is it still wet?"
'"months" - so someone understands

this is a place to be
sound is a place to be
by yourself is a place to be
your mind is a place to be
quiet is a place to be
silence is a place to be
silence is no place and no thing
it is not real while you live.
the sounds i have are not silence
they are intentional, although they are not specific to anything. they are specific to something 
to me.
but are they recognizable sounds?

do these lines make something I don't see?
they make relationships
they make a picture of a larger image no one has seen.
they point at something but are not something other than a large finger pointing.
in no direction. in all directions. inwards and outwards.

"is it done by hand?"
"is it a repeat?"

how to invite people to stay for a while?
not just walk through?
pressure subsides when bass frequencies are relieved. it is rare that this happens.

hearing the pacing of the drawing. feeling the vibrations of the paper. 
imposing the vibrations of the drawings throughout the building. 
hearing the drawing in the bathroom. 
Hearing the drawing in other rooms. 
Hearing not always as strong in front of the prints. Sometimes stronger behind the prints. 
Sometimes stronger in between the prints.

Oblique interactions. 



i have been around long enough to hear the prints talking again. creaking similar sounds. or 
are they 

the wall has subsided no more bass for now. calm.
can't tell what is coming from where. many prints with treble. peace. a rare occurrence. and i 
am here. to be present to experience what others miss. no that they miss but but that you are 
there.
it feels serene and calm. all drawing. 
and it is brief, but it is what there is living for. that moment of peace. to make that peace last as 
long as possible. 
this is my hand improvising
in the past
with itself
in the present
through multiplicity.
and through constraints. 

no one else will experience this the way i have. 

i think i see the print and frame shaking from across the room.
or am i shaking?
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